FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

CFM Joins Forces with QDS to Give Financial Institutions Expanded Choice
in Core-Integrated Cash Recyclers with Certification of CIMA 7016
Chandler, AZ – November 8th, 2016 – CFM, the core-integration experts known for their branch of the
future enabling technology, today announces the certification of the CIMA 7016 cash recycler available
through QDS. This certification adds to CFM’s ever-growing list of solutions for cash recyclers and
dispensers, across all makes and models.
CIMA recyclers have proven to provide immediate results after installation and CFM’s certification of the
CIMA 7016 accelerates the time the recycler can be installed and achieve full functionality. It also opens
the door for clients looking for a solution that will drive the cost of transactions down and directly
integrate with their core out of the gate with no major changes or additional installations.
The CIMA 7016 cash recycler is designed to guarantee high performances in counters with large
quantities of transactions. With its compact footprint and high security level, it’s a smart choice for
Financial Institutions moving toward open branch designs and Universal Associates.
Sean Farrell, CEO of Quality Data Systems, had this to say about the CIMA 7016 certification, “The CIMA
recycler has empowered our credit union customers to automate cash handling so that their staff can
focus on their true priority, their members, while dramatically improving efficiency throughout the
branch. This integration certification will improve the installation and bring live process, and hasten the
time to realizing the value of their recycler investment.”
About CFM
Innovations aren't innovative unless they solve a problem or need. For CFM, revolutionizing an industry
started with the simple principal of helping financial institutions transform the banking experience
through core integrated solutions. As the only zero-footprint solution in the industry, CFM drives the
future of banking by connecting cash automation hardware to teller platforms, enabling Universal
Associates, super-safe redundancy programs, robust analytics and self-service solutions. CFM is
headquartered in Chandler, AZ and a strategic partner of DBSI (www.dbsi-inc.com), a branch
transformation strategist. To learn more, visit www.whycfm.com or call (855) 333.4236.
About QDS
QDS was incorporated in Charlotte, North Carolina in July of 1983 and has grown into a regional
powerhouse by representing the best of the best technologies available in the world marketplace and
backing them up with an elite technical staff. It is a privately held, family owned business with
ownership shared by its President, Joe Farrell and CEO, Sean Farrell. QDS supports a nationwide dealer
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network with a variety of products through its distribution model. To learn more, visit
www.qualitydatasystems.com, or call (800)258.1168.
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